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Abstract— Today road accidents and crime are increasing 

abruptly and it's one among the main causes for the death of 

individuals. Mostly, it's found that road accident and crimes 

happening are more frequent at certain specific locations i.e. 

black spot. The analysis of those black spot can help in 

identifying certain road accident factor that creates a road 

accident to occur frequently therein location. During this 

project we apply statistics analysis and data processing 

algorithms on the casualty dataset as an effort to deal with 

this problem. Association rule mining is one among the 
favored data processing techniques that identify the causes 

of accident of road accident. A DM Algorithm takes crime 

and accident level count as an element to cluster the 

locations. Then we'll use association rule mining to spot 

these locations using geo fencing. The principles show 

various factors related to road accidents at different 

locations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Normally humans face accident and crime in new location 

mostly because they're not aware of new roads and 

accident/crime prone zones. [1] Hence, Every-minute, on 

the average, a minimum of one person face the problem of 

an auto accident and the other sort of crime. It's 

approximated that the loss to the tourist life alongside the 

large damage in property adds up to 1-3 per cent of the 

world’s gross domestic product. With the motto of reducing 

injury and loss of property, pre-crash sensing is becoming a 
neighborhood of active research among automotive 

manufacturers, suppliers and universities. Various national 

and international projects to research new technologies for 

improving safety and accident prevention are successfully 

launched over the past several years. Vehicle accident 

statistics disclose that the most threats a driver is facing are 

the delay within the emergency facilities. Prevention of an 

entire accident is unavoidable but a minimum of 

repercussions are often reduced to an outsized extent. The 

most proposal of the system is to form a substantial effort to 

supply the emergency facilities to the victims within the 
shortest time possible. In various large organizations, the 

illegal use of auto by the drivers leads to financial also as 

time loss of the organization. Aside from these purposes, the 

system features a wide number of applications and thus it is 

often used for tracking of accident/crime spots during 

travelling.[2] The system incorporates onboard system 

which has GPS and GSM modems connected with it. The 

whole system is a Web Application. During this web 

application, Admin can add the police section during which 

police add that spots on which continuously accident or 

crime held. Those spots are shown by level wise like Level 

A, Level B, and Level C. The signal is further compared 

with the quality values which in-turn confirms the accident 

of the car, unnecessary shock or trash or vibration produced 

by machines, the lean of the car with reference to the earth’s 

axis are often measured with the acceleration level. Global 

positioning system (GPS) is employed for locating the 

coordinates of the accident spot and Global system for 

system is employed for informing the precise vehicular 

location to the nearby emergency services, the relatives 

concerned also because of the police stations. The GPS 
shows the closest black spots and provides the longitude and 

therefore the latitude values using geo fencing which helps 

in determining the situation of accident and crime. GSM 

modem provides a two-way communication by employing 

sensors and such module works during a quite efficient 

manner on LCD display in the car. The main aim of this 

project is to possess an intelligent security system which 

provides situational awareness and agile safety. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

[3] In existing system there's automatic detection of 

accidents victimization smartphones. Smartphone is 

employed that not solely detects the accidents. However 

when sleuthing, send this info to the involved department on 

its own moreover. Victimization smartphones in situation of 

automatic collision notification system has several benefits 

like we are able to carry it simply and it can give accident 

detection notification system in each style of vehicle sort of 

bicycle or a motor bike. Moreover, as each smartphone is 

related to its owner thus it's simple to spot the victim.[4] The 
sensors in an exceedingly smartphone establish GPS 

location, speed associate degrade acoustic signature of the 

vehicle throughout an accident and send this info with the 

assistance of an inbuilt cellular association to the central 

server that any sends this info to the emergency department. 

However, the disadvantage of this technique is it needs 

network incessantly additionally to hold robot phone is 

necessary. 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Today road accidents and crime area unit increasing 

suddenly and it's one in all the foremost causes for the death 

of traveller. [5] The time between the accident/crime and 

once the car and the other facilitate reach that location of 

accident/crime plays a vital role in saving their lives. [6] 

Accident and crime area unit leading reason behind death 

that's the amount of traveller face downside of any form of 

crime than the amount of traveller folks killed altogether our 

wars. During thi available applications if our accident/crime 

happens then the folks will click photos and post them on 
the app so the photos are going to be shared more by 

application to the close hospital so the folks would get the 
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treatment. However here we've got to depend upon others 

and it's a bit time overwhelming one. Hence, to produce 

economical facilitate to our traveller is important.[7] That’s 
why we have a tendency to introduce new application which 

provides the traveller soul a voice message from our 

application as a result of that the traveller folks keep safely 

take their ways that of travel. 

 
Fig. 3.1: Traditional Accidental Detection System Using 

Smartphones 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The proposed system is to discover the google map using 

web application from mobile. It can be divided into various 

modules: 

 
Fig. 4.1: System Architecture Diagram 

A. Admin 

Admin can add the police admin which is include the 

accident and crime detected spot as per their record with 

danger level of that spot. 

B. Police 

Police will integrate the black spot of accident and crime 

according to suggestion and the automatic decide the level 

of crime and accident according to algorithm and decided 

the danger level of that spot level wise. All spots are be 

declared as level wise like Level A, Level B, and Level C. 

These levels are defined by using DM Algorithm, using this 

algorithm the accident and crime as spot will be defined in 

the above three levels of dangerous zone from which our 

people can be alerted and safely choose their path of 

travelling. The ultrasonic sensor sense the pothole detection 

while travelling and the by using switch can send the 

emergency MSG to police admin by using SMS Gateway. 

 
Fig. 4.2: State Chart Diagram 

C. User 

User can integrate Google map in their mobile with android 

application. After integrating Google map user can see the 

accident and crime spot on that map, using these spots user 

can choose their root of traveling which is beneficial for 

them. In road travelling them also see the accident spot. All 

accident/crime spots are included by the police. Police 

added accident and crime black listed spot on integrated 
map which is help tourist to travel. If tourists or people 

reach on any accident or crime location and they use this 

android application then our proposed system send voice 

messages to tourist or people and get alert them and send 

information about nearby black spot on which accident or 

crime which will held hence that spot is counted in black list 

spots. 

D. GPS 

GPS will keep a track of user’s location and mark the black 

spots before a certain distance. 

E. LCD 

Information about the black spot will pop up on LCD prior 

to marked location. 

F. Buzzer 

It will be used as alerting device with some sound. 

G. Ultrasonic Sensor 

It will detect the runtime potholes while travelling on roads. 

V. METHODOLOGY 

[8] The system incorporates on board system which has GPS 
and GSM modems connected with it. The whole system is 

Web Application. During this web application Admin can 

add the police section during which police add that spots on 

which continuously accident or crime held. Those spots are 

shown by level wise like Level A, Level B, and Level C. 

The signal is further compared with the quality values which 

in-turn confirms the accident of the car, unnecessary shock 

or trash or vibration produced by machines, the lean of the 

car with reference to the earth’s axis are often measured 

with the acceleration level. Global positioning system 
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(GPS) is employed for locating the coordinates of the 

accident spot and Global system for system is employed for 

informing the precise vehicular location to the nearby 
emergency services, the relatives concerned also because 

the police stations.[9] The GPS show the closest black 

spots and provides the longitude and therefore the latitude 

values using geofencing which helps in determining the 

situation of accident and crime. GSM modem provides a 

two way communication by employing a sensors and such 

module works during a quite efficient manner on LCD 

display in car. The most aim of this project is to possess an 

intelligent security system which provides situational 

awareness and agile safety. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this paper is to decrease the number of 

accidents and crime inroads. This is done by sending the 

MSG on LCD screen and see a black spot on the map which 

indicates the rate of accident and crime according to police 

description like decided danger level of that spot. The black 

spot is detected by the help of Google maps which is inbuilt 

in their mobile. By this, we can save thousands of lives on 

the roads. In this project smart system has been 
implemented for the system which uses the concept. This 

project includes police departmental crime and accidental 

information which is used to add various dangerous spots on 

the map that detects the various type of accidents, crime to 

avoid it, monitoring the accident over the highways or 

nearby areas using the map. Using wireless communication 

voice messages will be sent to a user of application or 

tourists. Thus hereby we conclude that the proposed system 

removes all the drawbacks of the existing system and 

enhanced with the GPS system. So it makes the highway 

and nearby roads system very smart thus we named it as an 

Identification of Crime and Accident Area using System. 
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